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1.

ltJTRODUCTlON

Harvey, 1970 and· Graybill, 1976, pages 493-495).
In this case,
Var(MB) = (L'X'XL)-Ia~.
(1.5)
Hence, it is easily Seen that under the usual
assumptions regarding normality, covariances of
terms in the model and homogeneity of variances
one has no difficulty in obtaining (i) estimates
of differences among fixed effects, (ii) estimates of partial regression coefficients for
continuous independent variables, (iii) adjusted
treatment means or (iv) standard errors and
tests of significance for any linear comparison
of the estimated linear functions when the
underlying model contains· only fixed effects
(other than random error, of course).

The theory involved in the estimation of
fixed effects under the general linear model is

well Known and is covered in considerable detail
in many textbooks, e.g., see Graybill (1976) and
Searle (1971). Efficient analytical procedures
have been developed in recent years for the estimation of fixed effects which allow researchers
to obtain essentially the Same kind of information whether the data are balanced or unbalanced.
Some of these procedures, which may be considered
as extensions of Yates (1934) "method of fitting
constants,M are as follows:
1. The fitting of individual constants for
interaction effects so that the "weighted
squares of means" analysis descrl bed by Vates
(1934) can be obtained directly and can also
be extended to more complex models.
2. The computation of adjusted or least-squares
sums of squares by a direct method (Harvey,
1970) which makes use of the estimates of the
fixed effects and segments of the inverse of
the variance-covariance matrix~ rather than
from differences in total reductions in SumS
of squares when different models are fitted.
3. The estimation of partial regression coefficients, both for individual classes or sub-

When the appropriate model for the analysis
of • set of data contains one or more sets of
random effects and disproportionate subclass
frequencies exist, several alternative methods
of analysis are currently available for obtaining unbiased estimates of linear functions of
the fixed effects. Several of these methods
utilize differences among random classes or
subclasses that are partially confounded with
the ~fixed effects to more accurately estimate
the linear functions desired for fixed effects.
However, to do this one must have reasonably
accurate! ~riorllestimates of the variance
components or a sets of random effects~
including error, or these must be estimated
iteratively ~ith the estimation of the linear
functions of fixed effects. The estimation
procedure to be considered here for mixed models
might be referred to as the "least-squares'
procedure. The estimates of the "fixed effects"
are those obtained from a Method 3 analysis of
Henderson (1953) as defined by Harvey (1977a).

clas.s.es or on a pooled basis, for continuous

independent variables (Harvey. 1964 and
1977b). Actually, the degrees of freedom
for the individual class or subclass regressions may be partitioned in the same manner
as the class or subclass effects.
4. Orthogonal polynomial fitting even when
unequal intervals exist and/or the treatment
means are correlated (Harvey and Swiger,
1978).
5. The computation of sums of squares for
single degree of freedom contrasts among
adjusted treatment means and the application
of mean separation procedures (Kramer, 1957).

In these "1 east-squares·' analyses, sums of
squares and I'constant" estimates for the fixed

effects are adjusted for unequal subclass frequencles with respect to only the other effects
lncluded in the model sufficient to achieve
expected mea. squares (EMS) that are the same
as for a balanced design except for the coefficients of the variance components.

When completing an ordinary multiple regression analysis the Xmatrix of the underlying
general linear model,
y·X~+e,
(1.1)
is of full rank and the partial regressions
(including the V intercept, ~o) are estimated
from
; • (X'X)-IX'y.
(1.2)
Also,

Var(a) •

(X'X)-la~.

2.

CROSS CLASSIFIED SET OF

ru\~DOM

EFFECTS

Consider the following line.r model:
Yijk-p+ai+Fj+eijk
(2.1)
where the ai are random and Fj refers to any
number of sets of fixed effects including possibly partial regression coefficients for conti.uous independent variables. In matrix notation
this model is
y - 1. + Xaa + XFF + e
(2.2)
and the reparameterized model may be written as
follows:
= X.L.M.e + XaLaMaa + XFLFMFF + e (2.3)

(1.3)

Of course, when the model (1.1) contains design
or discrete independent variables the normal
equations have no unique solution and only linear functions of the underlying effects for such
variables can be estimated. If one chooses a
basis set of estimable functions of ~ to
estimate, say M~, then
Me = (L'X'XL)-IL'X'y
(1.4)
where L is the conditional inverse of M (see

Y

where ~' = (p a F). It can be shown that
X.Lp • 1. a column vector of l's and to simplify
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notation let MpB S ~*, XaLa Xl. Maa ~ a*.
XFL F • X2 and MFF ~ F*. The least squares eqoations may then be written as follows:

random effects as well as for the fixed classes
and/or sub~lasses. Also. the random set (or
sets) of effects will usually conslst of many
classes. Hence, it is difficult, if not imposSible, to directly complete the LS analysis as
described.

g

(~~~

X21

!;:~ ~~:~) (::) -(~~y)

X2XI

F*

X2X2

(2.4)

To Illustrate the computing procedures used
in LSML76. let the partitioning of the reparameterlzed model (2.3) be as follows:

X2Y

Now if the Inverse of the coefficient matrix Is

e- I

-

(~~~ ~:: ~~:)
Z~F

IFF

I~F

(2.11)

where Bl contains the" + "1 effects. Bi contains the linear functions of the fixed effects
to be estimated (F·) and Xr is the reduced X
mat·rlx (XFL F) for the flx~d .ffects (X2). When
only one set of crossclasslfled random effects
are included In Bl. as considered here. W'W is a
diaqonal matrix of the al class numbers. If the
ai effects are deleted from the model, It may be
written as follows: .
(2.12)

(2.5)

then the solution of equations (2.4) yields estimates of the overall mean (0*). the basis set of
llne.r functions for the random effects (a·) and
the b.sls set of linear functions for the fixed
sets of effects (F*) as foll."s:

a.) • ( I. I.F) (lY )
a·
(r*
X2Y
a

lo.

I~a

Za.
Z~F

Z~F

ZaF

Xiy

(2.6)

The least squares equations under this reduced
model are

IFF

I\ :r"1'
•

Calculation of appropriate tests of significance
for estimates of differences among fixed effect<
and standard errors. for such contrasts Is
straightforward since
Var(F*) • ZFF"~'
(2.7)

(S - N'D-IN)~ • (Y2 - N'D-IYl)

(2.15)

where S = XI-Xr' N = W'X r • D-I • (W'W)-I, Y2 s
X~ and YI • W'y.
In the process of computing
these reduced equations one should also compute
yIO-ly l •
(2.16)

y'y -

the

t1w~thfnt'

r(tJldom classes sum of 5quares for

the dependent variable. The remainder sum of
squares from the analysiS under the complete
model (2.11) Is
E2 = y'y - yiD- I VI - (B~)'(Y2 - N'D-IYI)
= y'y - R(p •• , F)
[2.17)
and the adjusted sum of squares for the random
set of effects is
S.Sqs.(A) = El - E2

(2.8)
(2.9)

and

• R( •••• F) - R(p, F).

(2.10)

fni

(2.14)
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where

where Is 1.2, •••• pand

(2.13)

Now if the equations for B1 in the complete
model (2.11) are absorbed into the equations for
the following ~quations are obtained:

In the one-way classification random model
with "neq"al frequenclos. I/e11er and Culpln
(1970) paint ""t that the simple overall mean of
the Yij Cy) is a more accurate estimate of ~ than
the "nweighted mean of the class moanS (the
least-squares estima!e of 0" under the usual
restrictions) when 0a Is sm.ll relative to u~.
The vari.nces of these two estimators of the
overall mean in this case are

Va",p")

(yX;.y.. )

-(1l 2)'x;.y

arises concerning the procedures that should be
used to calculate (or estimate) such means as
well .s the corresponding standard errors.

1

•

EI • y'y - 1J*V ••
= y'y - R(p,F).

Therefore, the question

Var(YJ " ;;:- (a~ + ku~)

(11*)
'/(2:

The remainder or residual sum of squares under
reduced model (2.12) ls

Oftentimes when models contain one or more
sets of crossclasslfled random effects along with
the fixed sets of effect<. the investigator Is
also interested in obtaining estimates of adjusted fltreatmentli means.

l'Xr)
XI-Xr

(2.18)

For Illustration, let us suppose B2 contains the following fixed effects:
bj + ck + dt + (bd)jt
(2.19)
Unbiased estimates of least squares or adjusted
means for the fixed classes and subclasses and
approximate variances are computed as follows
with LSML76 (Harvey 1977b):

= n.

The estimate of the overall mean obtained
from the mixed model least squares analysis
described above (u*) will be adjusted for unequal class or subclass frequencies for the
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Est. nf LSM(p) •

var(~·)

=

r2::- (y .... -

In order to describe the computing procedures used in LSML76, let the partitioning of
the reparameterized model be written as follows:
y , WBI + XrB~ + e
(3.2)
where BI contains the U + ai + bij effects,
contains the linear functions of .11 fixed effects to be estimated other than " and the ai
and Xr Is the reduced X matrix for tne fixed
effects other than u and the ai. In this cas.,
H'I, is a diagonal matrix of the lIB subclass
numbers. If the bij effects are deleted from
model (3.1), the reduced reparameterized model
is as follows:

t'XrB~) = ~.

R~~(O~ + ka~)

is the inverse diagona1 element
for ~. from the analKsis under the
~ni ...
reduced model, k = _,_ _ and the esti-

I~here:

R"~

82

n....
mates of the variance components are
computed as explained in Harvey
(l977b).
Est. of LSM(bj) • ~. +

6;

II: + bjl
-. = V(.*)
'II
-. + 2 COY ~
Var(."
+ V(bjl
v"b-.j

y • 1u· + Xla" + XrB~ + e

+ cbjbj + 2R"bj).~ + R•• ka~
Where: R-l is the inverse of the coefficient
matrl x when the random effects are
ignored and C-I is the inyerse of the
reduced coefficient matrix after the ~
+ ai equations have been absorbed.
= (R".

(3.3)

where Xl is the reduced X matrix for the ai
fixed set of effects and a* is the basis set of
linear functions of the ai to be estimated. The
least squares equations under the reduced model
are

Est. of LSM(ck) = ~" + ~~
var(~. + ck) • (R~. + cCkCk + 2R~Ck).~
~ RJ.1l1ka~

Est. of LSM(dt

V.r(~.

+

aZl

)

= 'II." + d-.t

= (R•• + Cdtdt + 2R·dt)a~ +

Est. of LSH[(bd)jtJ • ~* +

var~* +

The remainder or residual sum of squares under
the reduced model is
EI = y'y - ~*Y ... - (1r*)'Xiy - (~~)'X~y

R··k';~

= y'y - R(., a, F).

6j + a~ + (bd)jt

6j + a: + (b~)jt] = (R""

Now if the equations for BI in tne complete
model (3.2) are absorbed into the equations for
B~ the following equations are obtained:

+ cbjbj
bj
+ cdtdt + cbdjtbdjt + 2R. + 2RUdt ~
+ 2RUbdjt + 2Cbjdt + 2cbjbdjt + 2cdlbdjt)u~

(S - N'O-tN) B~

= (Y2

where S • X~Xrl N .. \~IXr"

+ RU.k';~

- N'D-IY1)

n- t

(3.6)

= (t~lln-l,

V2 • Xry and VI • I'l'y. Again,

It is easily seen that if one has a balanced set of data the variances of the least
squares means gi ven above wi 11 be computed correctly and tney will not be approximations,. The
extent Of the approximation with unbalanced data
depends primarily on the difference between tne
approximate covariances of ~* and the estimates
of the linear functions of the fixed effects
(B~) used to compute the estimates of the l~ast
squares means and the "trlje" covariances.

(3.5)

y'y - YiD-tYI'

(3.7)

the "within" AS subclasses sum of squares, is
computed for the dependent variable during the
absorption process. The remainder sum of
squares from the analysis under the complete
model is
E2 • y'y - Yin-IYl - (il~)'(Y2 - N'D-IYI)

I'n

the calculations used by LSMl76 to compute the
variances of the least squares means the covariances between II!p. and 8-.2 are assumed to be the
same as the covarianees between .* and "'.
8Z'
Also, v(~*) is assumed to be tne same as V(~*).

= y'y - R(", a, b, F)

(3.8)

and the adjusted sum of squares for the random
set of nested effects is

.

S.SqS.(8:A)

= El

- E2

=R(", a, b, F) - R(p, a, F) (3.9)

3. NESTED SET OF RANOOM EFfECTS
Consider the following linear model:

To describe the procerlure used in LSML76 to
compute least squares means and standard errors
under this model type let 82 contain the following fixed .ffects:

Yijkt = • + ai + bij + fk + eijkt
(3.1)
where "i is " fixed set of effects, the bij are
tne random nested effects and Fk represents all
other fixed sets of effects included in the
model.

(3.10)

Estimates of the adjusted or least squares means
for the fixed classes and subclasses and the
80

.*

Est. of LSM(~)

=~
= ~.

(y •••• - l'Xl~* - I'XrB2)

""

Var(}.) = R"o(a~ + kaS:A)
Where:

Under this model type the denominator mean
square for testini the significance of differences among the ai is B:/\ when equal subclass
frequencies exist. With unbalanced data, the
ratio 11S(AlIMS(B:A) is at best only an approxi-

RO. is the Inverse diagonal elemont for
~* from the an.lysis under the reduced
ttn?j
model, k = Ij 1 •• and the variance
n ••••

mate "F" test.

components are computed from expected
moan squares as explained by Harvey
(l977b).

= ~~ + ~t
Var(~' + ~f) = (R"" + Raiai

and

"'* ""*
2
Cov(a;,
ai') • Ra"a1 l[a e
+
I

+ 2Roai )

"'. _.

4.

+ ck,

IJ

var(~* + c~) = (Ro. + cCkCk + 2RoCkl;~
1. 111 .... 2.

+ R kab:A

Where:

= ~*

Yijkt

+ ~i + e~ + (ic)fk

+

a~)

=

+ RWk"~:A

var~.

+

ok + ar +

-* + d.
-. +
ck

(td)ktJ

(4.1)

where, in this case: ~1 contains the. + ai + bj
+ (ab)ii effect., B2 contains the linear functions of all fixed effects to be estimated other
than. and the bj' and Xr is the reduced X
matrix (i.e., Xl) for the other fixed effects.
In this case W'W is a diagonal matrix of the AB
s~bclass numbers. If the ai and (ab);j sets of
effects are deleted from model (4.1) the reduced
reparameterized model may be written a. follows:

(RW + Cd.d~ + 2R·d1)o~

+

eijk~

In order to describe the computing procoused 1n lSMl76, let the reparameterized
model be written as before, i.e ••
Y • WBI + XrB2• + e
(4.2)

-.

Est. of LSM[ ()
cd k.J ••'"*

+bj + (ab)ij + Fk +

d~res

Est. of LSM(d,) •• * + dt

var(~.

= • + ai

where aj 1. a set of random effects. bj 15 a set
of fixed effects and Fk represents all other
.ets of fixed effects that may be 1ncluded 1n
the model, Interactions of the ai "ith all
fixed effects included in Fk are assumed to be
none.lstent. The standard randomized block
split-plot design falls into this class of
mi.xed models.

.Jl< + ",.
-* + ( ae
• )*ik J = Aik (->
"
)
Varl""
"i + ck
oe + k ikob:A
Ilhere: Aik is the appropriate linear fun.ction
of the inverse elements from R-l and
col and
tn'
~nik
j ij •• _I_
ki k = J
=
e
ni .k.
ni ••.
and c is the number of C classes.

'"

CROSSCLASSIFIED SET OF RANOOM EFFECTS
WHI CH I~TERACT WITH A SET OF
FIXED EFFECTS
let us "rite this mixed model as fol1<",s:

col is the inverse of the reduced coefficient matrix after the" + ai
+ bij equations have been absorbed.

Est. of lSM[(ac)ikJ

~
ki')Ob:AJ

number of degrees of freedom to assign to these
standard errors or "t' ratios probably lies
somewhere between the deqrees of freedom for
estimating a~ and the degrees of freedom for
B:A. An approximate formula for obtaining these
degrees of freedom is needed.

R-l Is the inverse of the coefficient
matrix for the analysis un2er the
~nij ••
reduced model and ki = L ni _••
::0:

~(ki +

one may easily calculate standard errors and "til
ratios for linear contrasts among the ~i. The

'. + kiGb:A
-, )
x (ae

Est. of LSM(ck)

However, since.

V(lI*) - Raiai (,2 + k _t )
i °e
iab:A

Est. of LSM(ai)

~here:

'.

between '" and ~*
B2 and that the covariances between 'a*
and
B2
are the same as the covariances
"
'I,,~
Ft$
between a* and Bl • Also, V(.*)
is assumed to be
the same as V(~·) and an approximate value is
used for kjk'

corresponding variances are computed as follows:

= Ak.a~ + R~.ka~:A

Where: Akt is the a~propriate linear function
of the inverse elements from R-I and

y • l~* + Xlb' + XrB2 + e

Col.

(4.3)

where Xl is the reduced X matrix for the bj
fixed set of effects and b* is the basis set of
linear functions of the hj to be estimated. The
least squares equations under model (4.3) are
the same as under model (3.31, i.e., equations
(3.4). The remainder or res dual sum of squares

Th·e assumptions are made in these calculations that the covariances between

-

~
1-1* a,.d B~ are the same as the covariances
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is

Estimates of the least squares means for the
fixed classes and subclasses and the corresponding variances are computed as follows:
= y'y - R(IO, b, F).

(4.4)

Est. of

Now if the (ab)ijset of effects in model
(4.1) are deleted the'reduced model may be partitioned as In model (4.2); i.e.,

var(~*) = R~U(a~
Where:

and the estimates of the variance
components are computed as explained
by Harvey (1977b).
Est. of lSM(bj) • ll:p* • '"~j

- N'D-IYl)

Var(~* + ~j)

(4.7)

2

kj ---,'--,,..--noj.
'l:

.; iJ.:t' +

=

Where:

The adjusted sum of squares for the random
sets of effects are computed by the "indirect"
procedure as follows:
b, F) - R(~, b, F)

(4.10)

R""(klo~ + k2a~B)

H-' is the inverse of the coefficient matr;x after absorbing the I'
+ ai + bj + (ab)ij equations
[S - N'D-IN of equations (4.8)J.

•

a, b, abo F) - R(u, a, b, F)

Where:
(4.11)

To describe the procedures used in LSML76
to compute least squares means and standard
errors under this model type let B2 contain the
following fixed effects:

+

'bj
1:* + ck
_* + (ifc) *jk

-2
~jk ( ce

-2

_2 )

+ kjkOa + kjkaaB

~jk is the appropriate linear function of the inverse elements and
kjk is estimated as follows,
2

~nijk

k . k • ,"*1..,.,_.
J
n'jk

(4.12)

2

~nij.

1

n.J.

I

e

and c is the number of C classes.

B2-

,

HCkck + 2RPCk ).;~

<: + ~*
.* + (be, ).jk]
Var[p*
Dj + ck

S. Sqs.(AB) • E2 - E3
R(~,

+

••

Ck

Ii
Est. of L5M[(bc) jkJ • i'u*

S.Sqs. (Al • El - E2

-

(RIO"
+

(4.9)

process.

a,

+ R'"kla~

kjaiB)

~nij.

The "within AB subclasses" sum of squares (y'y
- YID-'VI) is computed during the absorption

• R(IO,

(R". + Cbjbj + 2R"bj)

Where: C-I is the inverse of the coefficient matrix after absorbing the"
+ "i equations
[5 - N'D-I~ of equations (4.6)J and

N'D-IYI)

a, b, ab, Fl.

=

x (.~ +

(4.8)
The remainder sum of squares from this analysis
is
E3' y'y - VI'D-IVI - (8i)'(V 2 - N'D- IY l)
R(~,

2

...

l

Now If the equations for Bl in the complete
model (4.2), i.e., the. + ai + bj + (ab)lj
e~uatlons are absorbed into the equations for
B2. the following equations are obtained:

• y'y -

R'~ is the inverse diagonal element
for ~* from the analYSis under the
reduced morlel (4.3),
2
rn·
j 1 ...

kZ = ..,1""J,--_
n

The 'within A classes' sum of squares (y'y
YIO-IVI) is computed during the absorption
proce~s ..

= (V 2 -

klo~ + k2a~B)

~~nij.

<:

(S - N'D-IN)Bi

+

n•••

(S - N'D-IN)B~ = (Y2 - N'D-IVI)
(4.6)
for the reduced set of equations for the fixed
effects. The remainder sum of squares from this
analysis is
• y'y - R(p, a, b, F).

~.

(Y ••• - l'XIB* - I'XrB2)

II:

where, in this case, Bl contains the" • ai
effects and B~ now also contains the linear functions being estimated for the bj effects. Note
that ~'W is now a diagonal matrix of the numbers
in the A random classes. Absorbing the 81 equations (the u + ai) into the equations for B~
gives

(~~)'(Y2

1
=~

• "*

(4.5)

E2 • y'y - VI'D-IVI -

LSM(~)

As can easily be seen, the assumptions are
made that (I) the covariances between 'I:p' and ;\:*
Dj

effects.
General MQdel

are the same as between '"p' and "'*
bj, (i 1) the
:
:
;
:
.
.
*
covariances between p' and B2 are the same as

Yijktm • " + ai

"'.

As with the model type considered in"section
4, the denominator mean square for tes~inq the
significance of differences among the ~j (AB)
gives only an approximate test when unequal subclass frequencies exist. Standard errors of
linear contrasts among the ~j are easily computedt however t since
~.
bjb • . '
.2
V(6j) = C J (ae + kjaas)

Other options included in LSML76 with
respect to the estimation of fixed effects,
whether they a.. included in a fixed linear
model or in a mixed model, are as follows:

1. Sums of squa .. s, tests of significance and
prediction equations may be computed for
orthogonal polynomials for factorial Or
nested sets of fixed effects.
2.

Sums of squares, tests of significance and
individual class Dr subclass regression
coefficients with standard errors may be
computed for continuous independent
variables.

3.

Non-orthogonal polynomials may be fitted
automatically through the third degree for
continuous independent variables.

and

ill.. ill..
b'b" 1
2
Cov(Oj. bj') = C J J [5 e + 't(kj + kj ,)5a BJ.
In order to use these standard errors to obtain a
"tll test one again needs to know how many degrees

of freedom to assign to the standard error.
OTHER TYPES OF MIXED MODELS

6.

Of course, the number of types of mixed
models that can exist or that might be most
appropriate for the analysis of a set of data is
infinite. By utilizing the procedures described
in sections 2, 3 and 4 above the mixed model
least squares computer program (LSML76) completes
the analysis for the following additional three
types of mixed models:
1.

I'least sqllares" method where all sums of squares

and corresponding sets of linear functions of
the fixed effect. being estimated are adjusted
for unequal subclass frequencies with respect to
other effects in the model as necessary to
achieve the same expected mean squares as would
be obtained in a balanced design analysis
except. of course, for the coefficients of the
variance components. Procedures used in the
mixed model least squares program, LSML76, to
compute estimates of the linear functions of the
fixed effects, the least squares means and the
approximate standard errors are given in detail
for three types of mixed models. The extent
which the assumptions being made In the computation of standard errors and test of Significance
for "whole plot" effects and in the computation
of standard errors of least squares means cause
such statistics to be in error with unbalanced
data is unknown. Clearly, more work is needed
in this area.

One set of crossclassified random effects and
Ol',e set of nested random effects with the
nesting being within the crossclassified
random effects.
Yijki = p + al + bij + Fk + eijkt
where the ai and bij are random and Fk
represents all fixed sets of effects.
T~O sets of nested random effects. The
second set of nested effects is nested within the first set and the first set Is nested
within a set of fixed effects.

General Model
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